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Who We Are




Hunger Free Oklahoma works to bring a unified, statewide voice to the issue and solutions surrounding hunger, with a goal to ensure all Oklahomans have access to affordable, nutritious food. Hunger Free Oklahoma holds the core belief that hunger is solvable, unnecessary, and unjust, and it impacts everyone living in Oklahoma.




At Hunger Free Oklahoma, we commit to promoting diversity, equity, inclusion, accessibility, and belonging in all aspects of our work. We believe that everyone should have access to nourishing food and are working to ensure all Oklahomans of all races, ethnicities, genders, sexual orientations, religions, ages, abilities, and socioeconomic statuses can access three meals a day, every day. We strive to create a welcoming and inclusive environment for all individuals, and we value people’s unique experiences and diverse cultural perspectives. We are committed to continually learning and growing in our efforts to create a more just and equitable society, and we invite everyone to join us in this important work.
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Every $1 in SNAP benefits puts $1.70 back into Oklahoma’s economy
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More than 1 in 5 (208,110) Oklahoma children don’t get the food that they need
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15.6% Oklahoma households are food insecure
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Resources in Action




Are you looking for food resources? Click the button below. According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture, food insecurity is a household-level economic and social condition of limited or uncertain access to adequate food. Hunger is an individual-level physiological condition that may result from food insecurity. 
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Let’s Work Together




Hunger Free Oklahoma offers several bridging services to help partner organizations connect Oklahomans with valuable grocery assistance resources like the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP), Double Up Oklahoma (DUO), and The Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants, and Children (WIC).
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                                                        Collaborative Progress: Navigating the Nonlinear Path to End Hunger in Oklahoma                                                    

                                                

                                                
                                                    Just eight months ago, I received an email which said the following: “Hunger and poverty exist EVERYWHERE.” The reminder came a few weeks after accepting an invitation to join the Congressional Hunger Center’s 30th class of Emerson Fellows. For those not familiar with the program, the Bill Emerson National Hunger Fellowship trains and inspires new leaders in the movement to end hunger and poverty in the United States. Fellows gain vital first-hand experience through placements with community-based organizations across the country coupled with policy-focused organizations in Washington, D.C.                                                
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                                                        Getting Oklahoma Libraries Involved in Anti-Hunger Solutions                                                    

                                                

                                                
                                                    At the beginning of March, Hunger Free Oklahoma (HFO) team members joined the Oklahoma Library Association (OLA) annual conference in Tulsa. During this two-day event, HFO staff engaged with public, school-based, and university library staff about opportunities to address hunger in their communities. HFO had the opportunity to share ways to get connected in anti-hunger work through several presentations, including topics on summer meals tips, SNAP outreach, and resources for libraries to get involved in feeding programs.                                                 
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                                                        National School Breakfast Week is here again!                                                    

                                                

                                                
                                                    There’s no easy way to say this… school breakfast participation across Oklahoma is down. Average Daily Participation (ADP*) in school breakfast dropped by 9.8% from School Year (SY) 2021-2022 to SY 2022-2023.

The decline in school meals participation could stem from multiple factors. The Food Research & Action Center (FRAC) notes, “Rising food costs, labor shortages, and supply chain disruptions, coupled with the return of charging for meals, have contributed to reports of declining participation in many school districts. Families have been confused about the change from pandemic operations; stigma surrounding school meal participation and school meal debt has returned; and schools are burdened with increased administrative work.”                                                
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View the Latest News




Find the latest Hunger Free Oklahoma news, press releases, and read about hunger in our state.
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                            Working together for a hunger free Oklahoma.

                                                  
                Let's Make Change Together
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Location



Hunger Free Oklahoma
907 S Detroit Ave, Suite 600
Tulsa, OK 74120
View All Locations
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